sponsorship package
on

170 N Dearborn

Thursday

September 6, 2018

Brought to you by

THEATRE

who we are

Latinos Progresando delivers high-quality
information and resources for people to build
secure, healthy, and productive lives.

FAMILY
COMMUNITY
PROGRESS

Uniting families and helping them prepare for the future with the highest
quality immigration legal services
Celebrating the rich Latino experience through cultural
events and artistic endeavors

Collaborating to set the highest standards for service delivery
and community transformation
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our reach

19,000

FANS, FOLLOWERS & SUBSCRIBERS

MEX talks was created by Latinos Progresando
to give Mexican and Mexican American leaders
the platform to reflect on a shared identity
and share stories that inspire positive change.
Last year the lineup addressed a sold-out 450
seat crowd while also reaching a broader
digital audience, domestically and abroad.
And because students receive a discounted
ticket rate, MEX talks operates as a special
medium to engage directly with Chicago’s
emerging Latino leaders.
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2018
Featuring world-renowned luchador

“Cassandro”
as the headline speaker, this year’s
MEX talks is an exploration of the power and
transformative potential of arts and culture
within the Mexican experience.
SEPTEMBER 6, 2018
6:30 PM - 8:00 PM
THEATRE

170 N Dearborn
Chicago, IL 60601
Full speaker line up coming soon.
brought to you by Latinos Progresando
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become a supporter
Title Sponsor - $15,000
• Premier placement as the event’s
Title Sponsor in all MEX talks
materials
• Company logo on photo
backdrop with MEX talks and
Latinos Progresando logo

Presenting Sponsor $10,000
• Premier placement as the event’s
Presenting Sponsor in all MEX
talks materials
• Company logo on photo
backdrop with MEX talks and
Latinos Progresando logo

• Mention in press releases

• Mention in press releases

• Company logo in all promotional
material (both online and in print)
• Company logo in event signage
• Social media exposure via
newsletter

• Company logo in all promotional
material (both online and in print)
• Company logo in event signage
• Social media exposure via
newsletter

• 15 complimentary tickets

• 10 complimentary tickets

• VIP photo-op with speaker lineup

• VIP photo-op with speaker lineup

• Exclusive meet and greet with
headliner

CONTACT

Maritza Guzman
Donor Relations Coordinator

Sponsor - $5,000

Sponsor - $1,000

• Mention in press releases

• Company logo in event signage

• Company logo in all promotional
material (both online and in print)

• Social media exposure via
newsletter

• Company logo in event signage

• 4 complimentary tickets

• Social media exposure via
newsletter
• 8 complimentary tickets

Sponsor - $3,000
• Company logo in all promotional
material (both online and in print)
• Company logo in event signage
• Social media exposure via
newsletter
• 6 complimentary tickets

m.guzman@latinospro.org
(773) 542-7077 Ext. 27
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past supporters
2017 Supporters

2017 Title Sponsor

CAROLINE ORZAC SHOENBERGER
CHICAGO LEGAL CLINIC

Past Speakers
• Adolfo Hernandez (2017)
• Beatriz Ponce de León (2016)
• Carlos Ramirez-Rosa (2017)
• Carmen Velásquez (2016)
• Chief Judge Ruben Castillo (2015)
• Diana Palomar (2016)
• Dr. Juan Andrade, Jr. (2014)
• Gery Chico (2013)
• Jesus “Chuy” Garcia (2013)
• Jorge Valdivia (2014)
• Joselin Cisneros (2016)
• Larry Gonzalez (2014)
• Laura J. Rámirez (2016)
• Laura Sanchez (2015)
• Linda Xochitl Tortolero (2014)
• Maria Gonzalez and Martha Razo (2014)
• Maria Hinojosa (2017)
• Martin Cabrera, Jr. (2015)
• Marty Castro (’13, ‘14, ’15)
• Minerva Garcia-Sanchez (2016)
• Reyna Hernandez (2017)
• Sergio Suárez (2017)
• Silvia Rivera (2015)
• Sylvia Puente (2013)
• Tonantzin Carmona (2015)
• Virginia Martinez (2013)
• Xochitl Bada (2014)
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